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Your SFI padding should include one custom formed “hoop” pad, and one
straight piece. Leave the hoop in it’s packaging until ready to install, to prevent it
from relaxing from its shape.
Clean the rollbar using a mild cleaning solution such as window cleaner.
Using a sharp knife, unpackage and cut the hoop pad directly at the top of the
hoop. Note that one leg is longer than the other, and the pad should be cut at
the center of the curved portion, NOT the midpoint between the ends.
Remove the adhesive backers from the shorter of the two hoop halves, and
install on the rollbar with the cut edge at the top center of the rollbar hoop. Press
the pad firmly against the rollbar and hold in place with electrical or duct tape.
Test fit the remaining hoop half on the other side of the rollbar. Note that you
may need to cut the straight portion of the hoop pad shorter, to provide clearance
for the seat belt tab. Remove the backers, install the pad, and tape in place.
Measure the distance between the pads at the top of the rollbar. Cut the straight
pad to length. Note that if the ends of the straight pad are rounded or not square,
you may want to cut both ends to make them square. Install the straight pad
between the curved pieces and tape into place.
The adhesive will take some time to fully attach to the rollbars, so the tape should
remain for a few days, or until the pads have heated in the sun.
The curved pads will naturally try to straighten out over time. It may be
necessary to leave a piece of black tape at the intersection between the curved
section and the straight section to hold it in place.

Thank you for buying a Boss Frog!
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